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ABSTRACT 

 

 This study examines multimodal constructed dialogue in ―subtle asian traits‖, a Facebook 

group for ethnic Asian young adults living in Anglophone countries to share their experiences of 

the Asian diaspora. In this study, I draw on Tannen‘s (2007) concept of ―constructed dialogue‖ 

and Och‘s (1993) theory of stance and identity to analyze four Facebook posts that use memes, 

screenshots, video, and text to construct dialogue portraying recognizable ―figures of personhood‖ 

(Agha 2005). My analysis of these posts demonstrates that posters draw on the audio and visual 

cues afforded through multimodal materials to portray the recognizable figures of the 

emotionally inexpressive father and the critical mother, and to display their stances of humor and 

criticism toward those figures. I also examine some of the comments responding to the four 

Facebook posts to illustrate how commenters engage with multimodal constructed dialogue. I 

show that commenters respond to multimodal constructed dialogue by demonstrating their 

recognition of the depicted figures of personhood and taking up similar stances as the poster in 

relation to those figures. My analysis illustrates that the engagement inspired by multimodal 

constructed dialogue allows group members to affirm their knowledge of and stances toward 

these figures of personhood as culturally shared, and thereby collaboratively construct their 

cultural identity. This study thus adds to research on constructed dialogue and multimodality in 

CMD by exploring the incorporation of multimodality into constructed dialogue as well as the 

significance of the engagement it inspires in ―subtle asian traits.‖   
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INTRODUCTION 

  Past studies of constructed dialogue, or reported speech, in computer-mediated discourse 

(CMD) (Hodsdon-Champeon 2010; Severinson Eklundh 2010; Jones 2014; Drauker and 

Collister 2015; Puschmann 2015; Wikstrom 2014, 2019) have examined speakers‘ practices of 

quotation in online platforms such as newsgroups, Instant Messaging (IM), and Twitter. 

Exploring quoting functions such as the ―retweet‖ (Drauker and Collister 2015; Puschmann 2015) 

as well as specific linguistic structures such as the BE+like quotative (Jones 2014; Wikstrom 

2014, 2019), studies have shown that constructed dialogue in written CMD is comparable to that 

in spoken discourse in not only its frequency of use but also its social function of creating 

involvement. The focus of these studies, however, has mostly been text-based online discourse, 

and the multimodality of discourse on popular social media platforms such as Facebook and 

YouTube has yet been underexplored in linguistic research. To address this gap in our 

understanding of CMD, this study seeks to address the question of how multimodal resources 

can be incorporated into constructed dialogue in online discourse. 

  To this end, I examine how multimodal materials such as images and video can be used 

to construct dialogue on Facebook. I analyze instances of constructed dialogue produced in a 

Facebook group for Asian young adults living in Anglophone countries called ―subtle asian traits‖ 

[sic], focusing specifically on four Facebook posts about members‘ interactions with their 

parents and some of the comments responding to those posts. My analysis of these posts will 

demonstrate that memes, screenshots, video, and text can be used to multimodally construct 

dialogue that portrays culturally recognizable figures of personhood—specifically, the figures of 

the emotionally inexpressive father and the critical mother. Examining some of the comments 
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reacting to these posts, I will also show that multimodal constructed dialogue can be used as a 

resource for identity construction, as posters and commenters engage with the dialogue to take 

up similar stances toward the culturally recognizable figures they voice. Through their 

engagement with constructed dialogue, ―subtle asian traits‖ members establish their experiences 

and evaluations of these figures of personhood as shared cultural knowledge, and use this 

common ground to collaboratively construct their cultural identity.  

  In the next section, I provide a brief discussion of previous studies conducted on 

constructed dialogue in CMD and on stance and identity. I then describe the Facebook group 

where the data was collected as well as the posts and comments I focus on in my analysis. In the 

analysis that follows, I examine four Facebook posts in relation to the types of resources they 

draw upon to construct dialogue: memes, screenshots, video, and text. For each post, I analyze 

how posters construct dialogue with these multimodal materials to bring culturally recognizable 

figures of personhood to life, and how commenters engage with the dialogue to demonstrate their 

shared knowledge of those figures. Following the analysis, I discuss the significance of the 

multimodality of constructed dialogue in CMD and the engagement it inspires in the interactive 

Facebook group ―subtle asian traits‖. I conclude by summarizing my analysis of multimodal 

constructed dialogue in ―subtle asian traits‖ and suggesting further avenues for research on 

multimodality in CMD. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Constructed dialogue in computer-mediated discourse 

  ―Constructed dialogue‖ is a term proposed by Tannen (1986; 2007) that refers to what is 

also commonly known as reported speech or direct quotation. Tannen proposes ―constructed 
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dialogue‖ as an alternative to the term ―reported speech‖ to make the point that quotative speech 

is not an accurate report of past speech but is an ―act of transforming others‘ words into one‘s 

own discourse‖ (Tannen 2007: 110). As Bakhtin (1981) and Clark and Gerrig (1990) have also 

observed, constructed dialogue is a performance of particular aspects of a past utterance that is 

re-framed for the new context in which it is presented. For instance, Tannen (2007) points out 

that quoting criticism to the object of criticism can allow a speaker to criticize while avoiding the 

responsibility that comes with it. As Tannen notes, the act of quoting is not a passive act of 

repeating past speech, but is an active one that ―fundamentally changes the nature of the 

utterance‖ (108). As speakers ―reconstruct‖ aspects of a quoted utterance, they draw upon 

familiar sounds and scenes to bring characters to life. Inviting listeners to draw upon their own 

histories of association to interpret these voices, constructed dialogue is a ―figure that fires the 

individual imagination‖ and creates involvement in everyday talk (Tannen 2007:133). 

  As a frequently recurring strategy in everyday discourse, constructed dialogue in CMD 

has been examined by a wide range of studies. The prominence of constructed dialogue in online 

storytelling, for instance, has been noted by studies as early as Hamilton (1998), who examines 

speakers‘ use of constructed dialogue in online bone-marrow transplantation narratives as a 

means to construct survivor identity. Since then, there has been continued research on 

constructed dialogue in online narratives, especially in narratives of survival. Some examples are 

Chou et al. (2010), who analyzed constructed dialogue in cancer survivors‘ stories on YouTube, 

and Hosseini‘s (2019) study of Ezîdî women‘s stories of surviving the ―Islamic State‖ on 

Facebook, YouTube, and weblogs. These studies both examine the textual elements of online 

narratives on highly emotionally charged topics to illustrate the role constructed dialogue can 
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play in creating engagement between the speaker and their audience, and in constructing 

speakers‘ stances.  

  Studies examining constructed dialogue in online interaction more generally have 

analyzed discourse on various platforms such as newsgroups, Twitter, and Instant Messaging 

(IM) to explore what interactional functions constructed dialogue serves in written CMD and 

how it compares to that in spoken discourse. Severinson Eklundh‘s (2010) comparison of 

speakers‘ use of quotation in private emails and Usenet newsgroups, and Hodsdon-Champeon‘s 

(2010) analysis of speakers‘ intertextual references in newsgroup discussions both demonstrate 

that online speakers choose quotation strategies (e.g. direct quotation, selective quotation, 

indirect reference, etc.) based on their pragmatic purposes. Focusing on Twitter, Puschmann 

(2015) and Drauker and Collister (2015) explore the history of the ―retweet‖ and analyze its 

function as a practice of quotation to show that the retweet performs a similar role to constructed 

dialogue in spoken discourse. Puschmann performs a quantitative analysis of retweets of three 

hashtags to demonstrate that retweets foster engagement among speakers, and Drauker and 

Collister qualitatively analyze the structure of retweets to illustrate how they allow speakers to 

display their stances toward the retweeted text. Wikstrom (2014; 2019) also examines Twitter 

data, and focuses specifically on BE+like quotative structures to demonstrate that typographic 

modulations on Twitter can largely be understood to simulate paralinguistic or nonverbal cues in 

oral communication. Other related studies approach constructed dialogue in CMD as an indicator 

of the authentication of online communication as a type of everyday talk. Jones, Schieffelin, and 

Smith (2011) analyze intertextual links between IM gossip and Facebook ―stalking‖ to make the 

argument that metadiscourse in IM interactions establishes the virtual world of Facebook as a 
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ground for moral navigation. Similarly, Jones (2014) examines BE+like quotatives in IM and 

suggests that the increase of informal quotatives in online discourse over time indicates a shift in 

ideology toward recognizing IM interaction as a legitimate genre of "talk".  

  In sum, studies on constructed dialogue in CMD have so far focused mostly on text-based 

practices of quotation to compare written CMD to spoken discourse. This focus on written online 

discourse may in part be due to the fact that, as Herring (2015) points out, interactive multimodal 

platforms are considered to be a relatively new development in CMD and are not easily analyzed 

with discourse analysis methods designed for verbal interaction. Methods of multimodal analysis 

such as those demonstrated in Streeck, Goodwin, and LeBaron (2011) have not yet been actively 

applied to the analysis of CMD. Moreover, online platforms have increasingly been moving to 

support the use of multiple modes in single websites or even in single conversations (e.g. social 

media applications that enable both text and audio chat), adding further complexity to inquiry 

into multimodality in CMD. Researchers have started to examine multimodality in genres such 

as Tumblr posts (Bourlai and Herring 2014), YouTube videos (Honda 2014; Benson 2017), and 

video live-streaming (Choe 2019), as well as in interactional tools such as emoticons and emojis 

(Dresner and Herring 2010; Ge and Herring 2018; Al Rashdi 2018; Gawne and McCulloch 2019) 

and GIFs (Herring and Dainas 2017; Tolins and Samermit 2016; Schneebeli 2019). Multimodal 

constructed dialogue, however, remains a yet underexplored topic in CMD research, especially 

in the context of an online platform such as Facebook, which provides speakers with a wide 

range of multimodal resources to use and mix.  

  Some noteworthy studies that have attempted to go beyond text in analyzing constructed 

dialogue in CMD are Tolins and Samermit (2016), Wikstrom (2019), and Choe (2019). Tolins 
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and Samermit explore the use of multimodal resources to reenact actions in CMD by analyzing 

GIFs in text-messaging; however, they do not quite focus on practices of ―quotation‖ in that they 

examine GIFs as ―stand-ins for [speakers‘] own nonverbal behavior‖ (75), rather than as 

demonstrations of others‘ past actions or words. Wikstrom builds on this research by providing a 

brief discussion of the use of emojis and GIFs to depict actions in his analysis of BE+like 

quotatives on Twitter, also focusing on instances where these multimodal resources are used to 

represent speakers‘ hypothetical reactions to social situations. Choe also examines the 

multimodal animation of actions, but focuses more on exploring how speakers construct the 

actions of others in her analysis of Korean ―mukbang‖ videos in which broadcasting jockeys (BJ) 

live-stream themselves eating. Choe illustrates how the BJ of a mukbang live-stream constructs 

eating actions on behalf of one of his viewers so as to animate the viewer sharing his food with 

him, and argues that the BJ‘s multimodal construction of imagined actions create a sense of 

involvement between the participants of the live-stream. In this study, I add to existing research 

by examining how dialogue can be multimodally constructed in CMD to represent the words and 

actions of others, and how the voicing of recognizable characters through constructed dialogue 

can serve as a resource for identity construction. 

Identity and stance 

  To explore how multimodal constructed dialogue can be used as a means for the 

construction of identity on social media, this study draws upon Ochs‘s (1993) observations on 

the indexical connection between linguistic practice and social identity. Ochs makes the 

argument that social identity is constructed as speakers verbally perform social acts and stances 

that are linked by local convention to particular social identities. Ochs defines a ―social act‖ as 
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any socially recognized, goal directed behavior‖, and ―stance‖ as ―a socially recognized point of 

view or attitude‖ (288). According to Ochs, social acts and stances are performed through 

language, and are conventionally associated with particular social identities. For example, the act 

of hypothesizing is linked to the identity of a professional academic, and an obsequious stance 

may index the identity of the speaker as lower ranking than their interlocutor. Because the 

connection between verbal performance and social identity is mediated by cultural convention, 

social identity is successfully constructed when interlocutors share conventions for performing 

social acts and stances, and for associating those acts and stances with particular identities.  

  The view of linguistic practice being tied by local convention to social identity resonates 

with Tannen‘s point that speakers and listeners draw upon their histories of association to 

produce and interpret constructed dialogue. Since constructed dialogue draws upon conventional 

associations between language and identity to evoke characters and scenes of interaction, it can 

serve as an interactional tool for interlocutors to highlight shared cultural knowledge. Moreover, 

as Tannen notes, speakers‘ stances toward the people they quote are embedded in their 

constructed dialogue. As the display of social stance is what mediates the connection between 

language and identity, the stances expressed in constructed dialogue can allow speakers to index 

social identities. One study that illustrates the role constructed dialogue can play in the 

construction of identity is Koven (2015). In her analysis of French Luso-descendant women‘s 

narratives, Koven shows that speakers‘ cultural identities emerge as they use constructed 

dialogue to perform and evaluate what Agha (2005) refers to as locally recognized ―figures of 

personhood‖ such as the modern French adolescent and the old-fashioned Portuguese 

kinswoman. Highlighting shared knowledge between interlocutors and establishing their 
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common stances toward figures of personhood, constructed dialogue can serve as an important 

resource for identity construction. 

  This study builds on previous research on constructed dialogue and identity to examine 

how dialogue can be multimodally constructed on Facebook, and how constructed dialogue can 

be used by members of an online community to collaboratively construct identity. In the next 

section, I describe the Facebook group from which the data is collected, and the posts and 

comments I focus on in my analysis. 

THE DATA 

  The data used in this study is collected from a Facebook group called ―subtle asian traits‖. 

―subtle asian traits‖ was created by a small group of Chinese-Australian college students on 

September 16th, 2018 as a space for them to share jokes and stories about their Asian heritage. 

The group has since rapidly grown in size and now has over 1.7 million members (as of March 

2020), most of whom are ethnic Asian young adults living in Anglophone countries. Many of the 

members are first or second generation Asian immigrants in countries such as the US and 

Australia, but there are also members in the group that are Asian international students, Asian 

adoptees, or citizens of English-speaking Asian countries such as Singapore. While the most 

frequently discussed Asian cultures in the group are East Asian cultures such as Chinese and 

Korean culture, South Asian and South East Asian cultures such as Filipino, Vietnamese, and 

Indian culture are also represented in the group.  

  The group is extremely active, with approximately 3,000 posts uploaded to the page just 

in the month of February 2020 and the most popular of these posts gaining several thousand 

―likes‖ and comments each. Posts are uploaded to the group through a filtering process through 
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which ―administrators‖ of the group screen posts for inappropriate content. Comments to those 

posts, however, are not moderated by the group‘s administrators. Posts in the group range from 

humorous memes about members‘ struggles with learning the Chinese language as ―ABCs‖ 

(American Born Chinese) to long, serious narratives about their experiences of racism. Due to 

the content posted to the group being so varied, I focus specifically on posts and comments about 

members‘ interactions with their parents. Parent-child interactions are a popular topic on ―subtle 

asian traits‖, and members frequently talk about how cultural differences affect the ways in 

which family members communicate with one another. In these discussions, group members 

often describe patterns in their interactions with their parents such as their parents‘ avoidance of 

expressions of affection, or their parents‘ overbearing criticism. Through repeated discussion of 

these patterns, members have established figures of parenthood that are recognizable ―types‖ for 

the group, such as the emotionally inexpressive father and the critical mother. 

  The data used in this study were collected by searching the group for posts that were 

relevant to the focus of this analysis, a method Herring (2004) refers to as data sampling ―by 

phenomenon‖ (11). I searched the group for posts that 1) are about parent-child interaction and 

that 2) incorporate some form of constructed dialogue. From the data I collected, I selected four 

posts to analyze that use different kinds of multimodal materials to portray interactions between 

members and their parents. In these posts, recognizable figures of parenthood are brought to life 

through dialogue constructed with memes, screenshots, videos, and text. Because the topic of 

parent-child interaction is quite popular in the group, all of the posts chosen for analysis attracted 

several thousand comments, the majority of which are simple emoji reactions or members‘ 

―tagging‖ their friends to share the post. Of these many comments, I have chosen only two or 
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three comments to analyze for each post based on their more substantial textual content. 

Analyzing these posts and comments, I examine how multimodal resources are incorporated into 

constructed dialogue to bring culturally recognizable figures to life, and how ―subtle asian traits‖ 

members engage with dialogue to construct a common sense of cultural identity.  

  On an ethical note, ―subtle asian traits‖ is a ―private‖ group on Facebook that can only be 

accessed by members of the group. Some of the most popular posts in the group are re-posted to 

public social media accounts such as the official ―subtle asian traits‖ Instagram account, but only 

members are allowed to see and interact with all of the posts and comments uploaded in the 

original Facebook group. To protect the identity of the members that appear in the data, all 

names used in the analysis are random pseudonyms assigned according to the gender associated 

with the speaker‘s name. Any language-specific names were replaced with names of the same 

language, and images that show members‘ faces are not reproduced. In the following section, I 

move on to my analysis of the data. 

ANALYSIS 

  This analysis examines four posts on ―subtle asian traits‖ that portray interactions 

between members and their parents, as well as some of the comments reacting to those posts. 

The posts and comments are organized according to the multimodal materials used for 

constructing dialogue. I begin my analysis with three examples of constructed dialogue 

incorporating memes, screenshots, and video, and conclude by examining a post in which 

dialogue is constructed only with text. The first three posts demonstrate how these different 

kinds of multimodal resources may be used to construct dialogue that vividly portrays a 

recognizable figure of personhood. With the final example of a post using only text, I show what 
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linguistic strategies may be used by online speakers as an alternative to images or video in 

constructing vivid dialogue. In my analysis of each resource (i.e. meme, screenshot, video, and 

text), I discuss how the resource is used to construct dialogue that indexes a culturally 

recognizable figure of personhood, what stances the poster takes toward that figure, and what 

stances commenters take as they engage with the constructed dialogue in the post.  

  An important point to note in my analysis is that the figures of personhood that are 

portrayed in the examples I analyze below, such as the emotionally inexpressive father and the 

critical mother, are not unique to Asian culture. Notwithstanding the fact that ―Asian culture‖ is 

not a monolith but a term colloquially used to refer to a large set of diverse cultures, the figures 

of personhood depicted in the below examples can be found commonly across cultures that are 

not Asian. In her book on mother-daughter relationships, Tannen (2006) shows that mothers‘ 

criticism is a theme in communication between mothers and daughters that is present across 

many generations and cultures. Emotional stoicism in fathers, or more generally in men, has also 

been a theme discussed in the context of various cultures. For instance, Kiesling (2007) and 

Wagstaff and Rowledge (1995) discuss avoidance of emotional expression as a stereotypical 

feature of masculine identity in US and UK discourse. While the figures of personhood I discuss 

in my analysis are not exclusively ―Asian‖, the ―subtle asian traits‖ members whose posts and 

comments I analyze below regard them as specifically Asian in the context of the group‘s online 

discourse. For this reason, I refer to those figures in my analysis as ―culturally recognizable 

figures‖ or ―cultural figures‖. 
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Constructing dialogue in memes 

  In this section, I analyze a Facebook post that uses constructed dialogue in a meme image 

to portray the figure of an emotionally inexpressive Asian father. The term ―meme‖ is here used 

to refer broadly to any digital template of text or image that is ―gradually modified and 

transformed by internet users when shared … online‖ (Lou 2017: 107). As mentioned previously, 

the figure of the inexpressive father portrayed in the following example is a frequently recurring 

trope of parenthood in the ―subtle asian traits‖ group. With Example 1, I demonstrate how 

constructed dialogue can be complemented by the simple visual elements of memes so as to 

vividly depict this culturally recognizable figure. Examining how the poster characterizes the 

dialogue of the emotionally inexpressive father, I also discuss the stance the poster takes toward 

this cultural figure.  

  The meme in Example 1 is called the ―heart slicing meme‖ (according to the meme-

making website imgflip.com), and is used to contrast a preferred response (reception of the heart, 

representing the reciprocation of an expression of affection) to an expression of affection with a 

dispreferred one (―slicing‖ the heart, representing the rejection of an expression of affection). 

The meme was originally posted by the public Facebook page for ―SGAG‖, a Singaporean spin-

off of the meme-sharing website 9GAG, and shared to ―subtle asian traits‖ by the poster Emily. 

Example 1 reproduces the meme post as shown in the group page. It begins with the captions that 

Emily added to her post as she shared the meme to the group, and the indented lines represent the 

parts of the post that were uploaded by SGAG. SGAG is written in bold because it serves as a 

link to SGAG‘s Facebook page. 
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 Example 1. Singaporean father meme post 

1 Emily: Asian dads and emotional constipation: a story 

2  edit: well this blew up, full credits to the SGAG team 

3        SGAG 
4  A true Singaporean story 

5  

    

The version of the ―heart slicing meme‖ presented in Example 1 contrasts interactions between 

an American father and his child (indicated as American with an overlaid image of the US flag), 

and between a Singaporean father and his child (also indicated as Singaporean with an overlaid 

Singaporean flag). The relationship between these pairs of characters is not marked by any visual 

elements such as character size, but expressed through the constructed dialogue of the meme. 

Both interactions are initiated by an ―I love you Dad/ Pa‖ from the child figures, illustrated 

visually in the meme with their gestures of throwing hearts toward their fathers. The American 

father‘s response to this expression of affection is a verbal reciprocation of affection (―I love you 

too‖) and his outstretching of hands, poised to throw back the heart thrown to him by his child. 

The Singaporean father, on the other hand, only provides minimal acknowledgement of his 

child‘s utterance (―Mmm.‖) and accompanies this response with a downwards ―slicing‖ gesture 

that results in a broken heart. The visual metaphor of the broken heart placed in front of the 

Singaporean father marks his response to his child‘s expression of affection as a dispreferred one. 
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Given that the Singaporean father‘s ―heart slicing‖ gesture is what the meme is named after, it is 

apparent that this character‘s rejection of his child‘s affection is the main focus of this meme. 

  The dialogue in this meme is minimal, constructed to fit within the simple frame of the 

meme which provides only space for four short segments of dialogue. While minimal, the 

combination of the dialogue and the simple visual elements of the meme bring the character of 

the Singaporean father to life by underscoring the contrast between the two juxtaposed 

interactions. The Singaporean father‘s dialogue (―Mmm.‖) contrasts with all the other characters‘ 

dialogue (some variation of ―I love you‖) not only for its content but also its brevity, which 

stands out visually. The facial expression and gesture of the Singaporean father character echo 

this contrast. The three figures of the Singaporean child, the American child, and the American 

father are smiling with their hands extended in front of them to send and receive hearts, 

representing expressions of affection. Juxtaposed against these figures is the Singaporean father, 

who is the only character that has a straight line instead of a smile for a mouth, and one arm 

slashing downwards to break the heart sent toward him by his child. The neutral facial 

expression of the Singaporean father is a visual parallel to his verbal dialogue ―Mmm‖ in that 

both underscore the lack of emotional expression in the father‘s response to his child. The broken 

heart in front of the Singaporean father is displayed next to the full heart sent toward him by his 

child, further highlighting his response as a rejection of his child‘s expression of affection. The 

visual contrast between the Singaporean father and the other characters draws attention to the 

non-reciprocity of his verbal response ―Mmm.‖ and dramatizes him as an emotionally 

inexpressive father.  
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  The caption Emily adds to this meme establishes the character of the Singaporean father 

as a recognizable figure of fatherhood in Asian culture and conveys her stance toward this figure. 

The caption of the meme as posted initially by SGAG is ―A true Singaporean story‖ (line 3), 

indicating that the emotionally inexpressive father is a recognizable figure in Singaporean culture. 

As Emily shares this meme to the ―subtle asian traits‖ group page, she adds a caption indicating 

that the meme is a ―story‖ about ―Asian dads‖ (line 1), expanding the domain of this cultural 

figure to the broader context of Asian culture. Emily‘s caption in line 1 also serves as her 

evaluation of the Singaporean father‘s emotional reticence. Her metaphoric representation of the 

Singaporean father‘s inexpressiveness as ―constipation‖ (line 1), and her exaggeratedly formal 

formatting of the caption as ―Title: sub-title‖ (line 1, ―Asian dads and emotional constipation: a 

story‖) mark her stance as jocular. At the same time, Emily‘s use of the word ―constipation‖ also 

suggests a critical stance in that it implies that she sees the Singaporean father‘s minimal 

dialogue to be a marked deficiency or withholding of emotional expression. With her caption, 

Emily shows that she recognizes the Singapore father‘s dialogue to index a culturally 

recognizable figure of fatherhood and takes up a humorous yet critical stance toward this figure. 

  The comments reacting to Emily‘s post show that even the minimal dialogue displayed in 

a meme can serve as a point of engagement for commenters. Examples 2-4 are taken from the 

comment section of Emily‘s post, and are presented in the order that they were posted. The 

examples show commenters engaging actively with the dialogue in the meme by constructing 

dialogue parallel to that of the Singaporean father. Through their engagement with the meme‘s 

dialogue, commenters demonstrate their recognition of the cultural figure of the emotionally 

inexpressive father and build on Emily‘s portrayal of him, as well as display their own stances. 
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  Example 2 shows a response to Emily‘s post where the commenter constructs dialogue 

that demonstrates his familiarity with the figure of the emotionally inexpressive father. In the 

example, the commenter creates a new imagined character, ―Vietnamese papa,‖ and constructs 

dialogue for this character that is similar to the Singaporean father‘s ―Mmm.‖. 

 Example 2. Singaporean father meme comment 

1 Thanh: Vietnamese papa: How much you need? 

While Thanh does not repeat the initiating dialogue of ―I love you Pa‖ in his comment, it is 

implied that the Vietnamese father‘s dialogue is a response to an expression of affection from his 

child, just like the dialogue of the two father characters in Example 1. Like the Singaporean 

father‘s ―Mmm.‖, the Vietnamese father‘s question ―How much you need?‖ is a response that 

does not reciprocate the affection expressed by his child. The Vietnamese father constructed in 

this comment does not reject his child‘s expression of love, but seems to read more meaning into 

it by interpreting it as an indirect request for money. By attributing this dialogue to a Vietnamese 

father instead of the Singaporean father in Emily‘s post, Thanh extends the domain of the figure 

of the emotionally reticent father to Vietnamese culture. As Thanh constructs dialogue for this 

new character, he also draws upon the stereotype of Asian speakers‘ English as grammatically 

incorrect so as to voice the Vietnamese father in a non-serious way. While it is possible Thanh is 

faithfully representing his own father‘s speech by phrasing the dialogue as ―How much you 

need?‖ instead of ―How much do you need?,‖ I consider it more likely that he is drawing upon 

stereotypical features of ―Asian English‖ in that the deletion of auxiliary verbs is a trope of Asian 

English frequently used for humorous effect in ―subtle asian traits‖. Constructing dialogue 

similar to the Singaporean father‘s ―Mmm.‖ (Example 1) for a ―Vietnamese papa‖, Thanh 
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demonstrates his familiarity with the figure of the emotionally inexpressive father and pokes fun 

at his lack of response to respond to his child‘s expression of affection at face value.  

  Example 3 builds on the pattern established in previous comments such as Example 2 

where commenters construct alternative dialogue for the figure of the inexpressive father. The 

commenter uses constructed dialogue to humorously exaggerate the reaction of surprise that 

could result from a son telling his inexpressive father ―I love you,‖ and generalizes the non-

reciprocity of affection in father-child interaction as a common occurrence. 

 Example 3. Singaporean father meme comment 

1 John: It be like I love you pa 

2  Pa: Are you gay??!!! 

In this comment, John repeats the dialogue voiced by the Singaporean child character in the 

meme (line 1, ―I love you pa‖) to set the context for the alternative dialogue he constructs for the 

Singaporean father. John uses the habitual BE to introduce his version of the father-child pair‘s 

exchange (line 1, ―It be like‖). The habitual BE is a syntactic feature of African American 

English that ―usually indicates action that is repetitive or habitual‖ (Cutler 2007: 521). With his 

use of the habitual BE, John not only implies that he has experienced a similar interaction as that 

depicted in the meme, but also generalizes it as a common occurrence. The dialogue that John 

constructs for the Singaporean father is similar to that in Example 2 as it also shows the father 

figure refusing to take his child‘s (or in this case, son‘s) words as a genuine expression of 

affection. John‘s dialogue suggests that the inexpressive father that finds his son‘s emotional 

expression to be so unexpected and explicit that it prompts him to question his son‘s sexual 

orientation (line 2 ―Are you gay??!!!‖). The logical leap between the son‘s expression of 

affection and the dad‘s accusation of the son‘s homosexuality humorously underscores the 
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father‘s jarring reaction to his son‘s expression of love. The use of multiple punctuation markers 

(―??!!!‖) in line 2 further exaggerates the father character‘s reaction of surprise to his son‘s 

expression of affection for comic effect. In this way, John‘s construction of alternative dialogue 

illustrates both his familiarity with the figure of the emotionally inexpressive father and the 

jocular stance he takes toward this figure. 

  Example 4 shows yet another commenter proposing dialogue for the Singaporean father 

figure. This comment, however, is slightly different from the others that precede it in that it 

includes an evaluation of the constructed dialogue that more explicitly indexes the commenter‘s 

negative stance toward the figure of the inexpressive father. 

 Example 4. Singaporean father meme comment 

1 Dan: ―What do you want?‖  

Dan marks his comment as constructed dialogue with quotation marks, but does not attribute the 

dialogue to a specific speaker. Nonetheless, from the pattern that is established with previous 

comments such as Example 2 and 3, it is possible to infer that Dan‘s constructed dialogue is also 

meant to be attributed to the figure of the inexpressive father. The dialogue that Dan constructs, 

―What do you want?‖, is especially similar to that in Example 2 (―How much you need?‖) in that 

it is based on the same idea that the father figure interprets a different message in his child‘s 

expression of love rather than taking it as a genuine statement. Unlike the other commenters, 

however, Dan negatively evaluates the dialogue that he constructs for the inexpressive father by 

adding a ―pensive face‖ emoji ( ) (according to the emoji reference website emojipedia.com) to 

his comment, here used to express hurt at the father‘s reluctance to reciprocate his child‘s 

expression of affection. Whether the emoji is meant to represent the child character‘s response to 

the dialogue or the commenter‘s own evaluation of the dialogue, it indicates that Dan takes a 
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critical stance toward the figure of the inexpressive father, akin to that implied in Emily‘s caption 

(Example 1 line 1, ―emotional constipation‖).  

  Examples 2-4 show that commenters build on Emily‘s post and on others‘ comments to 

expand on the figure of the emotionally inexpressive father, and to express stances that resonate 

with that expressed in Emily‘s caption to the ―heart slicing meme‖. Together, the commenters 

establish a pattern of proposing alternative dialogue for the Singaporean father character in the 

―heart-slicing‖ meme or for a similar father figure (e.g. Example 2 line 1, ―Vietnamese papa‖) as 

a way to demonstrate familiarity with the culturally recognizable figure of the inexpressive father. 

With their alternative dialogue, the commenters elaborate on the figure of the emotionally 

inexpressive father depicted in Emily‘s meme, highlighting his avoidance of interpreting his 

child‘s expression of affection at face value and humorously imbuing his voice with stereotypical 

features of Asian speakers‘ non-native English. The constructed dialogue in these comments also 

functions as a means for commenters to convey their agreement with Emily on her stance of 

mixed criticism and humor toward the figure of the inexpressive father. The commenters in 

Examples 2 and 3 share Emily‘s humor toward the father‘s emotional reticence, while the 

commenter in Example 4 echoes the criticism implied in Emily‘s use of the term ―emotional 

constipation‖ (Example 1 line 1) with his use of an emoji to express sadness at the father figure‘s 

reluctance to reciprocate an expression of affection to his child. By expressing agreement with 

Emily‘s and each other‘s evaluation of the emotionally reticent father in this way, the 

commenters provide support of each other‘s familiarity with this figure as a part of their shared 

cultural knowledge and identity. 
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  In this section, I have examined how constructed dialogue can work in conjunction with 

the minimal visual elements of memes to bring a culturally recognizable figure of personhood to 

life, and how commenters and posters engage with this multimodal construction of dialogue to 

take up shared stances toward this cultural figure. My analysis of Example 1 shows that even 

simple visual cues such as a ―heart slicing‖ gesture and a broken heart in the ―heart slicing‖ 

meme can complement the meme‘s dialogue in depicting the figure of an emotionally 

inexpressive father. The commenters respond to this constructed dialogue by constructing 

parallel dialogue for the father figure portrayed in the meme, affirming their familiarity with the 

figure of the emotionally inexpressive father as a part of their cultural identity. 

Constructing dialogue with screenshots 

  I have illustrated with Example 1 that dialogue can be constructed in memes so as to 

portray a recognizable figure of personhood. The ―constructed‖ nature of dialogue represented 

through multimodal recordings of speech, however, is less readily apparent. As Tannen (2007) 

notes, the act of quotation changes the meaning of the quotation. Even though multimodal 

records of interactions such as screenshots of text messages are verbatim representations of what 

was said in the past, dialogue represented in such records also takes on a different meaning when 

quoted in a new interactional context. In this section, I analyze a Facebook post where a poster 

whom I call Laura uses screenshots of text messages to talk about her mother‘s criticism about 

her weight. With this example, I demonstrate how screenshots are used to vividly reconstruct a 

past interaction that portrays her mother as a critical, weight-obsessed mother, another frequently 

recurring figure of parenthood in ―subtle asian traits‖. Examining Laura‘s characterization of her 

mother‘s text messages, I also discuss the stance she takes toward this cultural figure. 
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  The post presented in Example 5 comprises two screenshots of text messages that the 

poster Laura was sent by her mother and her description of the context of the text messages. In 

her post, Laura mentions WeChat, a multi-purpose messaging and social media app that is 

widely used in China. Laura‘s mention of this app suggests that her mother texts her about her 

weight whenever photos of her are uploaded to a WeChat group chat with overseas relatives. The 

content of Laura‘s mother‘s text messages are partially edited out below for the protection of the 

poster‘s privacy, but the original post shows the messages in their entirety. 

 Example 5. Text messages post 

1 Laura: Every time a photo of me is shared on WeChat, my mom texts me a 

paragraph about my weight along with the photo. 

2  Now I‘ve learned just to ―HAHA‖ react to her lectures  

3  

 
4  Implying I will get bullied in Japan because of my weight  
5  
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To give a brief summary of the omitted parts of the two screenshots attached to the post, Laura‘s 

mother‘s message in the first screenshot (line 3) shows her criticizing Laura about her 

relationship with food and cautioning her to watch her weight so that she is not treated badly by 

others. The message in the second screenshot in line 5 presents Laura‘s mother cautioning Laura 

to take better care of her physical appearance by watching her weight rather than through other 

means such as clothes and cosmetics.  

  Laura‘s mother‘s text messages are used in Laura‘s post as an illustration of her mother‘s 

hypercritical attitude toward her weight. Accordingly, the visual information in the screenshots is 

clearly curated by Laura to present her mother‘s text messages as the words of an overly critical 

mother. The screenshots frame short segments of a presumably much more extensive collection 

of text message conversations between Laura and her mother to selectively showcase the 

messages in which Laura‘s mother berates Laura about her weight. With her mother‘s long text 

messages taking up most of the space in both of the screenshots, Laura shows that her mother‘s 

messages are indeed extremely lengthy ―paragraphs‖ (line 1) that are like ―lectures‖ (line 2) in 

both their length and critical tone. The photo of Laura partially included in the screenshot in line 

3 further supports her depiction of her mother as hypercritical in that it implies that her mother 

sends the photo that prompts her criticism so as to underscore her dissatisfaction with Laura‘s 

weight. Laura does not display any of her own contributions to the text message conversation 

with her mother, except for one ―HAHA‖ reaction shown in line 3. By presenting herself as 

reacting only minimally to her mother‘s messages, Laura indicates that her mother is much more 

obsessed with the topic of her weight than Laura herself. All these components of the screenshots 
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come together in Laura‘s post for her to portray her mother as a recognizable figure of 

parenthood, a mother who is overly critical about her child‘s weight.  

  Screenshots allow Laura not only to curate her portrayal of her mother as a critical figure 

of parenthood but also to vividly depict the past interaction from her point of view for her online 

audience. Laura‘s screenshots show her conversation with her mother to have taken place on 

iMessage, the default messaging application for iPhone users, displaying the distinctive font, 

layout, and color scheme of that particular text messaging application. The familiarity of this 

layout to many in the audience, combined with the fact that the screenshots show Laura‘s 

mother‘s text messages from the perspective of the recipient (i.e. with Laura‘s mother‘s 

messages presented on the left side of the screen in dark grey speech bubbles), make it possible 

for Laura‘s online audience to experience the text messages from her point of view. The 

messages‘ taking up almost the entire screen in both screenshots also contributes to her depiction 

of her mother as overly critical in that it visually cues the audience into how overwhelming her 

mother‘s scrutiny of her weight can feel. With the audience reading her mother‘s text messages 

as if they themselves are the recipients of those messages, Laura is able to effectively convey 

how hurtful her mother‘s criticism is to her. Moreover, the fact that automatic timestamp 

generated for text message conversations on the iMessage application is only visible in one 

screenshot (line 5) creates some ambiguity with regard to how much time elapsed between the 

messages shown in the two screenshots. The consecutive presentation of the screenshots in 

Laura‘s post makes it seem as if Laura frequently receives such lengthy messages from her 

mother, and adds to the impression that Laura‘s mother overwhelms her with frequent and harsh 

criticism on her weight. While this may not have been Laura‘s intention in choosing to quote her 
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mother through screenshots, the visual layout of her screenshots adds to the vividness of her 

constructed dialogue and allows her to portray her mother as a critical figure.  

  As Laura portrays the figure of a critical mother in her post, she takes up a stance toward 

this figure that is one of mixed negativity, defiance, and some humor. In line 2, Laura states that 

she responds to her mother‘s messages with a ―HAHA‖ reaction and adds a ―tears of joy‖ emoji 

( ) (according to emojipedia.com) to this caption, used here to express laughter. Laura‘s use of 

this emoji and her ―HAHA‖ reaction, visually reproduced in her screenshot in line 3, seems to 

indicate that she reacts to her mother‘s messages with humor. However, her mention of how she 

had to ―learn‖ to laugh at her mother‘s messages (line 2, ―Now I‘ve learned just to ―HAHA‖ 

react‖) suggests that this humor is only a recent development in her stance toward her mother, 

and not so much a genuinely jocular reaction as her defiantly ―laughing off‖ her mother‘s harsh 

words. By reacting with laughter, Laura is able to act as if she does not take her mother‘s 

criticism seriously and affect a carefree attitude that would surely irk her mother, who seems 

intent on warning Laura to watch her weight. Laura also takes a critical stance toward her 

mother‘s messages by using the ―crying face‖ emoji ( ) (again according to emojipedia.com) in 

line 4 to express her feeling of hurt at her mother‘s messages, as well as by characterizing her 

mother‘s messages as ―paragraphs‖ (line 1) and ―lectures‖ (line 2). ―Paragraph‖ is a visual 

analog to ―lecture‖, and is an especially loaded way to describe text message communication 

where the norm is to keep single conversational turns brief and simple. By characterizing her 

mother‘s messages in these negative terms, Laura conveys that she perceives her mother‘s 

messages to be excessively lengthy and critical sermons about her weight. While there is some 

ambiguity with regard to whether the stance expressed in Laura‘s negative characterization of 
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her mother‘s messages is more of sadness or anger, it is evident that she finds her mother‘s 

criticism to be problematic. 

  Much like the comments examined in the previous section, the comments reacting to 

Laura‘s post demonstrate commenters‘ familiarity with the figure of the critical mother and echo 

her stance of mixed humor and criticism. The commenters respond to the interaction depicted in 

Laura‘s post either by describing similar experiences they had with their own parents or by 

putting forth humorous generalizations of such interactions. In their comments, commenters 

expand on Laura‘s portrayal of the cultural figure of the critical mother and establish their 

knowledge of this figure as a shared part of their cultural experience.  

  Example 6 shows a commenter constructing dialogue to share a short story about a 

similar exchange she had with her mother on the topic of her weight. Depicting a past 

conversation with indirect speech, the commenter builds on Laura‘s post by elaborating on how 

incessant critical mothers can be in critiquing their children‘s weight. 

 Example 6. Text messages post comment 

1 Jessica: I‘m pregnant with twins and my mom asked me if I was sure there wasn‘t 

a 3rd baby in there because I was so ―huge‖ in her opinion.  

2  It never ends. 

The dialogue that Jessica constructs in this comment is parallel to the dialogue in Laura‘s 

screenshots in that they are both presented as unduly harsh criticism from mothers about their 

daughters‘ weight, but the specific context Jessica provides for her dialogue allows her to expand 

on Laura‘s portrayal of the figure of the critical mother. The context of Jessica‘s being pregnant 

with twins highlights how unrelenting critical mothers can be in their criticism, as it suggests that 

even pregnancy is not a good enough reason to excuse weight gain in the eyes of critical mothers. 

Her emphasis on the word ―huge‖ with quotation marks in line 1 also draws attention to the blunt, 
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harsh way in which mothers comment on their children‘s appearance. With the pessimistic 

statement ―It never ends.‖ (line 2), Jessica makes emphatically clear her critical evaluation of this 

mother figure as being excessive and incessant in imposing her criticism on her daughter. 

Jessica‘s comment thus elaborates on the critical mother as a figure that is relentless in harshly 

berating her children about their weight, and expresses her strongly critical and cynical attitude 

toward this cultural figure. 

  The commenter in Example 7 also shows his familiarity with the figure of the critical 

mother through constructed dialogue, but his dialogue portrays the type of mother-child 

interaction depicted by Laura as a habitual occurrence rather than a specific event. Drawing on 

his own experience of his critical mother, the commenter expands on Laura‘s portrayal of this 

figure by humorously depicting her stated criticism as in conflict with her behavior. 

 Example 7. Text messages post comment 

1 Sam: That‘s how it be at home.  

2  They say I‘m fat but constantly stuffs me with food and taking me out to 

eat whenever I get back lmao. 

In that Sam‘s comment is posted in response to Laura‘s post, the unnamed ―they‖ in line 2 

(―They say…‖) could refer to his mother, his parents, or all mothers that are similarly critical as 

Laura‘s and his mothers. The dialogue that Sam constructs for this unspecified ―they‖ (line 2 

―They say I‘m fat‖) is also a direct criticism about weight parallel in function to Laura‘s 

mother‘s dialogue. To this dialogue, Sam adds the action of his mother pushing food onto him to 

her criticism of his weight, humorously exaggerating this action as her ―stuffing‖ (line 2) him 

with food. The contradictory link between the dialogue and action that Sam constructs allows 

him to build on Laura‘s portrayal of the critical mother figure to highlight and poke fun at the 

inconsistent nature of critical mothers‘ obsession with weight. With his use of the habitual BE in 
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line 1 (―That‘s how it be at home.‖), Sam implies that his experience of his mother criticizing 

him about his weight while at the same time giving him more food is a common occurrence that 

many can relate to. The laughter concluding Sam‘s comment (line 2, ―lmao‖, which stands for 

―laughing my ass off‖) further signals that he takes a humorous stance toward this figure of 

motherhood despite his recognition of how unreasonable her criticism can be. In this way, Sam 

also adds to Laura‘s depiction of the critical mother to expand on the illogical nature of her 

obsession with weight, but does so in a much lighter and more jocular tone than Jessica in 

Example 6. 

  Example 8 similarly shows another commenter constructing a generalizable scene of 

interaction to humorously build on Laura‘s portrayal of the critical mother, this time by drawing 

upon a meme called the ―Me Also Me‖ meme (according to the meme-making website 

imgflip.com). In this meme, two pieces of contradictory dialogue are juxtaposed as ―Me: 

(dialogue)/ Also me: (contradictory dialogue or action)‖ to underscore inconsistency in a 

speaker‘s words and/or actions. In the example, the commenter uses asterisks to mark what 

Wikstrom (2019) calls ―stage directions‖, i.e. a gloss of the speaker‘s actions (e.g. *smiles*). 

While this meme format involves construction of dialogue and actions for specific speakers, the 

content of the meme is meant to be understood as relatable and generalizable. 

 Example 8. Text messages post comment 

1 Mike:  Mom: You so skinny! You need to eat more! *Force feeds you 20 pounds 

of food* 

2  Also Mom: You eat so much! You gonna get fat! 

Mike‘s comment is similar to Sam‘s in Example 7 in that both of them construct dialogue for a 

mother figure that simultaneously berates her child about their weight and gives them more food 

to eat. Mike generalizes such mother-child interactions as a common occurrence by constructing 
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dialogue for a ―mom‖ figure who, according to the conventional usage of the ―Me Also Me‖ 

meme, is meant to be taken as a relatable, recognizable character. With his use of a meme to 

portray the contradictory actions of the mother character and his exaggeration in the stage 

directions in line 1 (―*Force-feeds you 20 pounds of food*‖), Mike highlights and makes light 

fun of the inconsistent nature of the critical mother‘s actions. Mike also draws on stereotypes of 

non-native Asian speakers‘ English with his deletion of the BE verb in the mother‘s dialogue 

(line 1, ―You so skinny!‖ and line 2, ―You gonna get fat!‖) to make even clearer his jocular tone 

in poking fun at the figure of the critical mother. With his adaptation of the ―Me Also Me‖ meme, 

Mike depicts the critical mother as a recognizable figure and playfully draws attention to the lack 

of logic in her constant criticism of her children‘s weight.  

  The comments responding to Laura‘s post affirm their recognition of the figure of the 

critical mother and add more details to her character. In Example 6, Jessica describes an 

exchange she had with her mother to cynically point out how relentless critical mothers are in 

their scrutiny of their children‘s appearance. Sam and Mike in Example 7 and 8 elaborate on how 

illogical mothers can be in being hyper-critical about their children‘s weight, taking on a lighter 

and more humorous tone than Jessica. While the comments are somewhat varied in terms of their 

content and tone, together they show that Laura‘s interactions with her critical mother are an 

experience that the commenters are also very familiar with, and that they evaluate in similar 

ways. By validating Laura‘s and each other‘s familiarity with the figure of the critical mother as 

shared cultural knowledge and by taking up similar stances toward this figure of parenthood, the 

commenters are able to collaboratively construct their cultural identity through their engagement 

with constructed dialogue.  
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  In this section, I have examined a Facebook post that uses text message screenshots to 

construct dialogue for the figure of a critical mother, as well as the comments reacting to this 

post. Laura‘s post provides a clear illustration of Tannen‘s (2007) point that even ―verbatim‖ 

records of past interactions—in this case, screenshots of text messages—can be edited to take on 

new meaning as it is used as constructed dialogue. Laura uses screenshots to vividly portray her 

mother as a mother who is overly critical of her child‘s weight, deliberately framing the visual 

information in her screenshots to highlight how harsh and overwhelming her mother‘s criticism 

can be. The commenters reacting to this post construct dialogue for similar scenes of mother-

child interaction to demonstrate their recognition of the cultural figure of the critical mother, and 

through their comments ratify Laura‘s and each other‘s familiarity with this figure as a part of 

their shared cultural experience and identity. Next, I move on to analyze how a similar type of 

multimodal recording, video footage, can be used to construct dialogue. 

Constructing dialogue with video 

  Video footage is another multimodal resource with which posters can quote speech as it 

occurred in the original interaction. The potential for video recordings to give new meaning to 

past speech is even greater than that of screenshots for its inclusion of abundant visual and audio 

cues. In this section, I analyze a post using a video to portray an interaction between the poster 

and her mother. With this post, I demonstrate how the audio and visual cues in video are used by 

the poster to vividly depict a culturally recognizable figure of personhood. The culturally 

recognizable figure portrayed through the video‘s dialogue is a similar one to that in the previous 

post: the figure of an overbearing, critical mother.  
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  Example 9 consists of a short video and the poster Chloe‘s caption to the video. 

Following IRB regulations for the protection of the poster‘s privacy, the video is represented 

below with a line drawing of the opening scene of the video.
a
 The video is 43 seconds long in 

total, and shows Chloe at her desk working on her laptop. Chloe‘s mother can be heard talking to 

Chloe throughout the video but does not appear onscreen. From the fact that Chloe stays at her 

desk and appears to be wearing the same clothing throughout the video, it seems that the video 

was filmed continuously in one day. The transcript for the first 25 seconds of the video is 

provided in Example 10. The remaining 18 seconds of the video progress in a similar way, with 

Chloe‘s mother making comments to Chloe on a variety of topics ranging from skincare to piano 

practice. Because Chloe‘s mother speaks to her daughter in Korean, each line of her speech in 

the transcript has three rows. The first row is the transliteration of the mother‘s Korean speech, 

the second row (in italics) is the word-by-word gloss, and the final row (underlined) shows the 

English subtitles added to the video by Chloe. 

 Example 9. Korean mom video post 

1 Chloe: KOREAN MUMS – no matter how you are, where you‘ve moved, what 

you‘ve done – when you come home, they will always [sic] the same.  

2 

 

(Visiting home, I was working at desk and at some point just decided to 

record my mums passing comments, thought it was funny to compile) 
 

3  

 

                                                 
a
 Line rendering courtesy of Dong Yoon Koh 
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 Example 10. Korean mom video transcript 

1 Mom: Chloe chayk ta ilke-sse? 
Chloe book all read-PST? 

Have you finished your book? 
 

2  Akka suyenghaki cen-ey senpulek khulim palla-sse? 

Earlier swimming before-at sunblock cream apply-PST? 

Did you remember to put sunblock on earlier? 
 

3 Chloe: Yeah 
 

4 Mom: Seysuhako-nase, ni, ceki, moisuchelaice palla-ss-nya? 

Face washing-after, you uh, moisturizer apply-PST-Q? 

Are you remembering to moisturize? 
 

5  Ya, pelsse mok-ey culumsal sayngkye-ss-ta, ya. 

Oh, already neck-on wrinkle appear-PST-DECL, oh. 

You‘re ALREADY getting neck wrinkles. 
 

6  Icey aynthieyicing khulim palla-ya-kess-ta. 

Now anti aging cream apply-IMP-FUT-DECL. 

We need to get you some anti aging cream. 
 

7  Yosay nuku manna? 

Lately someone meet? 

Are you seeing anyone lately? 
 

8 Chloe: I‘m single. 
 

9 Mom: Acikto? 

Still? 

Still? 
 

10  Ni pyelcali-lang nay pyelcali-lang nemu an maca. 

Your star sign-with my star sign-with too NEG fit. 

Your star sign and my star sign are really incompatible. 
 

11  Eylisu-nun nemu kunyang sengkyek-i kanghaketun 

Aries-TOP too just personality-SBJ strong-CAUS. 

Aries is just such a strong personality. 

While the use of video footage makes it seem as if the dialogue in the post is an accurate and 

faithful ―report‖ of Chloe‘s exchange with her mother, it is important to note that Chloe‘s 

mother‘s dialogue is in fact constructed through Chloe‘s editing of the video. As Chloe states in 

the caption, the video is a compilation of her mother‘s comments (Example 9 line 3, ―at some 

point just decided to record my mums passing comments, thought it was funny to compile‖). The 

editing of the video portrays Chloe‘s mother peppering Chloe with a variety of comments and 
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questions about her appearance or other superficial topics, and Chloe producing only a few 

verbal responses to her mother‘s questions. The original footage that she recorded may have 

included segments of talk where she engages with her mother more or where she addresses her 

mother first; however, the video that she posts on ―subtle asian traits‖ is edited to show only 

some of her mother‘s comments to her. In this sense, Chloe‘s video, like Laura‘s screenshots, 

splices together parts of a presumably more extensive conversation between mother and daughter 

to present the mother as a critical figure.  

  The audio and visual cues included in Chloe‘s video also contribute to her presentation of 

her mother as an overbearing and critical figure. The few verbal responses included in the video 

that Chloe provides to her mother‘s questions (Example 10 line 3, ―Yeah‖ and line 8, ―I‘m 

single‖) are delivered in a flat tone. This paralinguistic cue conveys Chloe‘s reluctance to engage 

with her mother and portrays her mother‘s comments as unwelcome criticism. Moreover, Chloe 

displays her reactions to her mother‘s dialogue visually rather than verbally, and her reactions 

are mostly facial expressions that convey some degree of annoyance. For instance, Chloe rolls 

her eyes in response to her mother‘s criticism about her being single (Example 10 line 9, 

―Still?‖). When a few seconds later her mother makes a comment about wanting Chloe to 

continue practicing the piano, the screen zooms in slightly to Chloe‘s face as she looks blankly 

ahead as if fatigued by her mother‘s criticism. The video concludes with Chloe closing her eyes 

and inhaling deeply after her mother makes a comment about wanting her to apply sunscreen 

more diligently, as if willing herself to be more patient with her critical mother. The annoyance 

that Chloe expresses through the audio and visual affordances of the video adds to the 

construction of her mother as a figure that subjects her child to endless criticism. 
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  Another important factor that adds to Chloe‘s presentation of her mother‘s speech as that 

of a critical mother is the English subtitles Chloe provides in the video. The subtitles provide 

generally accurate translations of Chloe‘s mother‘s Korean speech, but there are some minor 

details in her dialogue that are left out in translation. In line 2 of Example 10, for instance, the 

sentence that is spoken by Chloe‘s mother is ―Did you remember to put on sunblock before 

going swimming earlier?‖, but the subtitle (―Did you remember to put sunblock on earlier?‖) 

does not make any mention of the specific context of swimming. Line 4 has a similar deletion; 

the original speech translates to ―Did you remember to moisturize after washing your face?‖ but 

the subtitle presents the speech as a more general criticism, ―Are you remembering to 

moisturize?‖. These minor differences may just be changes made by Chloe for the sake of 

brevity; the effect, however, is that the context for individual questions is removed. Omitting the 

specific context of these questions makes it seem as if Chloe‘s mother‘s comments come out of 

nowhere and in rapid succession. With these subtitles, her dialogue more effectively indexes the 

figure of the mother who ceaselessly criticizes her children.  

  The stance that Chloe takes in her post toward this cultural figure is multifaceted in that 

the stances she expresses in her caption to the video and in the video are slightly different. In her 

caption (Example 9 line 1), Chloe uses the ―tears of joy‖ emoji ( ) and the red heart ( ) emoji 

(both according to emojipedia.com) in her caption; presented as a sequence, these emojis 

together index her affectionate and humorous stance toward the mother figure depicted in the 

video. Chloe‘s humorous stance toward this cultural figure is made even clearer in line 2 of 

Example 9, where she explains that she thought ―it was funny to compile‖ her mother‘s passing 

comments. The stance she takes in her video, however, is slightly different from that expressed 
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in her caption to the video. As previously mentioned, Chloe responds verbally only to a few of 

her mother‘s questions in the video, and when she does respond her answers are minimal in 

length and flat in tone. The facial expressions that Chloe makes in response to her mother‘s 

comments also convey an attitude of annoyance toward her mother‘s never-ending criticism. 

From her strategic editing of the video and caption, it seems that the stance Chloe takes toward 

the cultural figure of the critical mother is overall one of mixed humor, affection, and annoyance. 

  Perhaps because the dialogue is so vividly constructed in video form, Chloe‘s post is the 

only one in this analysis to which commenters do not respond with their own constructed 

dialogue. Nonetheless, commenters engage actively with the constructed dialogue in Chloe‘s 

post, enthusiastically showing their recognition of the figure of the critical mother and echoing 

the humor expressed in Chloe‘s caption to her video. Through their comments, the commenters 

affirm Chloe‘s portrayal of her mother as depicting a figure of personhood that is recognizable as 

a shared part of their cultural experience.  

  Example 11 shows a pair of comments in which two commenters discuss how similar 

Chloe‘s mother criticism in the video is to that of their own mothers. The commenters engage 

with a particular segment of Chloe‘s mother‘s dialogue to claim personal familiarity with the 

figure of the critical mother, and convey a humorous stance toward this figure. Yujin‘s comment 

is indented because it is posted in response to Shannon‘s comment. Yujin‘s and Shannon‘s 

names are in bold because they ―tagged‖ each other in their comments. 

 Example 11. Korean mom video comments 

1 

2 

Shannon: Korean mamas and their obsession with sunblock i SWEAR HAHA Yujin 

   Yujin:   Shannon omg too true too true 
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In line 1, Shannon specifically mentions Korean mothers‘ fixation with sunblock to indicate that 

the comment Chloe‘s mother makes to Chloe about applying sunblock (Example 10 line 2, ―Did 

you remember to put sunblock on earlier?‖) is what reminds her of her own interactions with her 

Korean mother. Shannon also aligns with Chloe in characterizing Korean mothers‘ criticism as 

ceaseless and overbearing in that she describes Korean mothers‘ concern over their children‘s 

use of sunblock as an ―obsession‖ (line 1). In response, Yujin uses interjections (Line 4 ―omg‖, 

which stands for ―oh my god‖), repetition, and exaggeration (―too true too true‖) to agree 

enthusiastically with Shannon that Chloe‘s mother‘s criticism to Chloe on the topic of sunblock 

is indeed a key detail that makes her recognizable as a cultural—or in this case, Korean— figure 

of motherhood. By honing in on this specific topic in Chloe‘s constructed dialogue, both 

commenters highlight their personal familiarity with the cultural figure of the critical mother. 

With their use of emphatic capitalization (line 1, ―i SWEAR‖), laughter (line 1, ―HAHA‖), 

exaggerated language (line 2, ―too true‖), and interjections (line 2, ―omg‖), Shannon and Yujin 

both express a humorous stance toward the figure of the critical mother. By aligning the jocular 

tone of their comments to that of Chloe‘s caption to her video post, the commenters show 

support of Chloe‘s experience and evaluation of her critical mother as a part of their shared 

cultural experience and identity.  

  Example 12 presents another commenter claiming familiarity with the figure of the 

critical mother; however, in this example, the commenter compares Chloe‘s mother to her own 

mother to express a more critical stance. The name Natalie is in bold because it represents the 

commenter‘s ―tagging‖ of her friend. Only one comment is shown below because the comment 

did not receive a response. 
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 Example 12. Korean mom video comment 

1 Sophie: Natalie omfg literally my mom everyday but more aggressive. This mom 

so nice sounding 

Sophie also enthusiastically conveys her recognition of how similar Chloe‘s mother‘s dialogue 

sounds to her own mother‘s speech by using expletives (―omfg‖, which stands for ―oh my 

fucking god‖) and exaggeration (―literally‖), but the connection she draws between Chloe‘s and 

her mothers‘ criticism takes a rather critical tone. Sophie evaluates her own mother‘s speech as 

―more aggressive‖ than Chloe‘s mother‘s dialogue, indicating that she has had similar 

experiences to what Chloe shows in her video but that were more combative in tone. Sophie‘s 

contrastive evaluation of her and Chloe‘s mother at first glance seems to highlight the difference 

between the two mothers, but in fact indicates that she sees both mothers as comparable to one 

another as tokens of the same ―type‖ of mother. In this way, Sophie demonstrates that she views 

her and Chloe‘s interactions with their respective critical mothers as a shared cultural experience, 

even as she points out differences in their mothers‘ criticism. With her critical evaluation of her 

own mother‘s criticism as aggressive, Sophie also builds onto the negative stance toward the 

figure of the critical mother that was expressed by Chloe in her video. One additional point to 

note in Sophie‘s comment is her deletion of BE in the sentence ―This mom so nice sounding‖. I 

have noted previously that BE deletion is frequently used in ―subtle asian traits‖ to humorously 

mimic tropes of non-native Asian English. Given the prominence of this trope in the group‘s 

discourse, I interpret this deletion as an instance of Sophie‘s own habitual deletion of BE, or an 

indirect evocation of her mother‘s speech. It is worth noting, however, there remains some 

ambiguity with regard to the meaning of this deletion.  
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  As in the comments in the previous sections, the commenters engage with the constructed 

dialogue in Chloe‘s Facebook post to show that they recognize the cultural figure of the critical 

mother. The commenters in this section do not construct dialogue for the culturally recognizable 

figure portrayed in Chloe‘s post, but point out specific aspects of the dialogue in her video that 

make her mother comparable to their own critical mothers. Example 11 shows two commenters 

talking about sunblock as a detail in Chloe‘s video that vividly reminds them of their own 

mothers‘ criticism. Example 12 presents a commenter comparing Chloe‘s mother to her own, 

demonstrating her recognition of both their mothers as being similar ―types‖ of mothers. The 

commenters‘ comparison of their own mothers with Chloe‘s mother demonstrates that they 

consider the figure of the critical mother to be a cultural experience that they share with one 

another and also evaluate in similar ways. Collaboratively affirming their common experience 

and taking up similarly critical yet humorous stances toward the figure of the critical mother, the 

poster and commenters are able to construct their shared cultural identity through their 

engagement with constructed dialogue. 

  My analysis of Chloe‘s post shows that video footage, with the rich visual and audio cues 

it provides, can also be edited to construct dialogue that voices a recognizable figure of 

personhood. By the choice of her edits, she emphasizes the robust and repetitive nature of her 

mother‘s criticism and constructs her stance toward the cultural figure of the critical mother. 

Commenters engage with this multimodal constructed dialogue by enthusiastically 

demonstrating their familiarity with the figure it portrays and elaborating on the similarities they 

find between the poster‘s and their own experiences of this figure. The commenters‘ responses to 

Chloe‘s post validate her experience of and stance toward the figure of the critical mother as 
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culturally shared, and establish a foundation of common knowledge between Chloe and the 

commenters on which to build a shared sense of cultural identity. 

Constructing dialogue with text 

  The final post I examine in my analysis is one in which the poster uses only text to 

construct dialogue. While text is commonly overlooked as a multimodal resource in CMD, text 

can also be used multimodally
b
, or used to creatively substitute the visual and audio cues that 

could be delivered through other multimodal materials such as images or video. In the post I 

analyze in this section, the poster supplements her depiction of an interaction she had with her 

father by verbally constructing facial expressions and actions in addition to speech so as to 

vividly dramatize her father as an emotionally reticent figure. Similarly to many of the other 

examples examined above, commenters respond to the dialogue in the post with their own 

constructed dialogue that portrays similar scenes of father-child interaction. Through their 

engagement with constructed dialogue, commenters again affirm their and the poster‘s 

experiences of and stances toward the figure of the emotionally inexpressive father as a part of 

their shared experience, and collaboratively construct their cultural identity.  

  Example 13 is a post in which a poster, whom I call Amy, uses constructed dialogue to 

depict a recent interaction she had with her father that casts him as an emotionally inexpressive 

figure. In the post, Amy makes a reference to a popular meme referred to as the ―surprised 

Pikachu meme‖ (according to the meme-making website imgflip.com). The meme (shown in 

                                                 
b
 While this is a topic that I do not delve more deeply into in my analysis, it is important to note that text, too, can be 

multimodal. Text delivers meaning not only through linguistic content but also through visual means. Some 

examples of this can be found in Wikstrom (2019), where typographic modulation (e.g. case-shifting, marked use of 

punctuation, etc.) is noted as one way in which speakers can animate speech or actions. 
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Example 13.1) shows an image of Pikachu, a character from the Japanese anime Pokémon, with 

its mouth open in surprise and is typically paired with captions depicting an action and a 

predictable outcome to comically convey surprise at what should be an unsurprising situation. 

Amy‘s post does not include this meme as an attachment and only references it through text, but 

an example of the meme is provided below (Example 13.1) as a demonstration of the meme‘s 

format and meaning. 

  Example 13. Cake story post 

1 Amy: Earlier this year I had won a small academic award.  

2  I was surprised and happy as I didn‘t know this award existed, let alone 

me doing well enough to receive it. 
 

3  I told it all to dad but, dad being dad, just grunted and kept on doing his 

work. 
 

4  I was upset at the lack of acknowledgement.  

5  I wanted to hear the phrase that would sooth the insecurities of Asian kids 

everywhere; ―well done‖. 
 

6  I was annoyed but figured if he had nothing nice to say best he didn‘t say 

it. 
 

7  Later in the day, he went out and came back home.  

8  I walked out of my room and saw a pretty box in the kitchen, inside was a 

cake! 
 

9  Me: dad wtf? Why is there a random cake in the kitchen?  

10  Dad: I wanted cake.  

11  Me: *oh yeah makes sense* *shrugs and walks away*  

12  Later that night, I was telling my mum how ridiculously random and 

weird my dad was being by just going out and buying a whole damn cake 

for no reason. 

 

13  When neither he nor my mum has a sweet tooth.  

14  I was saying, ―What a waste of cake though! Who‘s gonna eat it all? It 

looks expensive. It‘s such a random purchase, if he wanted cake why 

didn‘t he just buy a slice? 

 

15  Mum *whispering so that dad didn‘t hear her*: He bought it for you. To 

celebrate your achievement. 
 

16  Me: *pikachu face*…what.  

17  Mum: You know what your dad is like. He‘s not gonna say it.  

18  But dad did say it. He said it with cake.  

19  And i fucking LOVE cake.  
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 Example 13.1. Pikachu meme 

 

The vividness with which Amy‘s father emerges as an emotionally reticent father figure in this 

post can be attributed to Amy‘s dramatic animation of her own dialogue, actions, and facial 

expressions. Amy makes active use of what Wikstrom (2019) calls ―lexical animation‖, which 

refers to linguistic strategies such as emotive acronyms and stage directions that serve to enact 

some nonverbal aspect of an utterance or action through lexical choice. While Amy‘s father‘s 

dialogue in the post is too minimal for her to embellish, she animates her own reactions to his 

words and actions with typographically marked lexical items (i.e. text enclosed in asterisks) so as 

to highlight his emotional inexpressiveness. Perhaps the most noteworthy instance of lexical 

animation in Amy‘s post is her reference to the Pikachu meme in line 16 (―*pikachu face*‖) as a 

stage direction. With her reference to this popular meme, Amy effectively depicts her reaction of 

surprise when she realized the meaning of her father‘s cake. Presenting her surprise as an undue 

reaction to an unsurprising situation with her Pikachu meme reference, she highlights how 

foolish she felt for not having understood sooner why her father had bought the cake. Amy also 

adds an ellipsis between this stage direction and her verbal response to her mother (line 16, 
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―*Pikachu face*…what‖) to represent her dawning realization of the significance of her father‘s 

cake. Another instance of lexical animation can be seen in line 11 (―Me: *oh yeah makes sense* 

*shrugs and walks away*‖), where Amy describes her actions through stage directions enclosed 

in asterisks. While it is ambiguous what the nonverbal reaction described by ―*oh yeah makes 

sense*‖ is supposed to be, it imbues the preceding actions ―*shrugs and walks away*‖ with a 

stronger impression of Amy‘s indifference and highlights her initial obliviousness at the meaning 

of her father‘s cake as an expression of pride and affection. By providing the audience with vivid 

cues to envision key moments of Amy‘s interaction with her father, the lexical animation in the 

post enhances the dramatic effect of her constructed dialogue and contributes to bringing her 

father to life as a father figure who is reluctant to verbally express affection for his child.  

  Amy‘s use of such vivid language also serves to show how her stance towards her father 

evolves throughout her post from quite a negative and critical stance to a much more affectionate 

and humorous one. In the beginning of the post, Amy emphasizes the deficiency of her father‘s 

initial response to the news of her award and takes a negative stance towards her father. She 

constructs imagined dialogue (line 5, ―I wanted to hear the phrase that would sooth the 

insecurities of Asian kids everywhere; ‗well done‘.‖) that contrasts sharply with her father‘s 

minimal response and highlights its lack of affirmation. She then goes on to negatively interpret 

her father‘s ―grunt‖ as an indication that he had no positive sentiment such as pride or affection 

to express to her with regard to her achievement (line 6, ―he had nothing nice to say‖). As Amy 

realizes the significance of her father‘s cake, however, her stance towards her father changes 

dramatically. Her reference to the Pikachu meme in line 16 gives a humorous tone to her post. 

Drawing upon the original meaning of the meme (i.e. showing surprise at an unsurprising 
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situation), Amy self-deprecatingly suggests that it was her own obliviousness that kept her from 

recognizing that her father‘s cake was his way of expressing his affection for her. With a 

statement using expletives and capitalization to underscore her appreciation of her father‘s 

gesture of buying cake for her (line 19, ―and i fucking LOVE cake‖), Amy concludes her post 

expressing a much more positive and affectionate stance towards her father.  

  Amy‘s stance towards the figure of her emotionally reticent father is echoed in the 

commenters‘ responses to her post. As in the case for the other posts I analyzed, commenters 

responded to Amy‘s post by constructing similar exchanges between father and child with their 

own constructed dialogue. Commenters built on Amy‘s portrayal of the figure of the emotionally 

inexpressive father by generalizing the kind of interaction she portrays as a familiar pattern in 

Asian parent-child relationships, or by drawing comparisons between Amy‘s and their own 

fathers. These comments serve not only to elaborate on Amy‘s depiction of the figure of the 

inexpressive father, but also to show that the commenters share Amy‘s experience of and stance 

toward this culturally recognizable figure.  

  Example 14 is a comment in which the commenter, Peter, uses constructed dialogue to 

cast the interaction depicted in Amy‘s post as a common occurrence for Asian parents and their 

children. Peter humorously expresses his recognition of the figure of the emotionally reticent 

parent and highlights their tendency to express affection not verbally but with food. 

 Example 14. Cake story comments 

1 Peter: Lily Asian parents don‘t say ‗i love you‘ / ‗im proud of you‘, they ask 

if you‘ve eaten or they get you food  

In this example, Peter constructs dialogue and actions for generic ―Asian parents‖ that are 

similarly emotionally unexpressive as Amy‘s father, indicating that he recognizes the father 
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figure Amy depicts to be a recognizable figure of personhood in Asian culture. Like Amy, Peter 

constructs imagined dialogue that highlights Asian parents‘ reluctance to explicitly express 

affection and pride to their children ( line 1, ―Asian parents don‘t say ‗i love you‘ / ‗im proud of 

you‘‖). Peter immediately follows this constructed dialogue with indirect speech (line 1, ―they 

ask if you‘ve eaten) and actions (line 1, ―they get you food‖) that portray Asian parents as using 

food as an indirect expression of love. With the juxtaposition of these segments of dialogue, 

Peter builds on Amy‘s portrayal of her father by providing a concise yet vivid portrayal of the 

emotionally inexpressive Asian parent as a figure that demonstrates their love not through words 

but with food. That Peter pointedly highlights the reluctance of Asian parents to voice their 

affection hints at a somewhat critical stance towards this cultural figure, but his comment also 

incorporates some humor in its suggestion that food is considered by Asian parents to be a 

sufficient replacement for verbal expressions of love. Peter does not explicitly explain the logical 

connection between Asian parents‘ reluctance to say ―I love you‖ and their offerings of food, and 

the stark juxtaposition of these statements also creates a jocular effect. With his comment, Peter 

adds to Amy‘s portrayal of the emotionally reticent father by focusing on the use of food by such 

parental figures as a means for expressing affection, and takes up a critical yet humorous stance 

that is similar to Amy‘s stance towards this figure. 

  The commenter in Example 15 also draws on constructed dialogue, but does so to portray 

a specific figure, her own father, as similarly emotionally inexpressive as Amy‘s father. 

Depicting her father to be a figure who demonstrates love through actions rather than words, the 

commenter, Nicki, shows her familiarity with the figure of the inexpressive father by 
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emphasizing the similarity she identifies between her and Amy‘s fathers and takes an 

affectionate stance towards this cultural figure. 

 Example 15. Cake story comments 

1 Nicki: Anna that‘s what my dad was like growing up.  

2  He would glance up, say ―mmhmm‖ and go back to what he was doing. 

3  But he made up for it by doing stuff for me at the drop of a hat 

Nicki asserts her recognition of the cultural figure of fatherhood depicted in Amy‘s post by 

explicitly likening her own father to Amy‘s father (line 1, ―that‘s what my dad was like‖). 

Describing a habitual pattern in her past interactions with her father, Nicki depicts her father‘s 

usual response to her as an ―mmhmm‖ (line 2), similar in its brevity and nonverbal nature to 

Amy‘s father‘s ―grunt‖ (Example 13 line 3). Nicki also characterizes her father‘s nonverbal 

response as a minimal effort at acknowledgement that barely interrupted what he was doing (line 

2 ―and go back to what he was doing‖), just like Amy does in her own post, where she describes 

her father to have ―kept on doing his work‖ (Example 13 line 3) instead of turning his attention 

to Amy to congratulate her on her accomplishment. By describing her father in such similar 

terms as Amy, Nicki highlights the emotional inexpressiveness that makes her and Amy‘s father 

both recognizable as cultural figures of fatherhood. As she underscores the similarity between 

her and Amy‘s father, the stance that Nicki takes towards her father‘s inexpressiveness also 

closely mirrors what Amy expresses in her post. Nicki‘s use of the broken heart emoji (line 1, 

― ‖) (according to emojipedia.com) indicates that her evaluation of her father‘s reticence is 

tinged with some negativity or sadness. But this negative evaluation becomes much more 

positive as Nicki moves on to explain that her father compensated for his inexpressiveness 

through his actions. Emphasizing that her father would do things for her ―at the drop of a hat‖ 

(line 3), Nicki echoes the thought Amy expresses that this figure of parenthood expresses love in 
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ways other than words and pivots to a more positive and affectionate stance towards her father. 

Constructing and evaluating her father‘s minimal dialogue, Nicki demonstrates her familiarity 

with the figure of the emotionally inexpressive father by presenting her own father as such a 

figure, and expresses a negative yet affectionate stance towards this figure. 

  Examples 14 and 15 both demonstrate how commenters may also engage with 

constructed dialogue that is entirely text-based, as is the case in Amy‘s post. Amy compensates 

for the lack of images, audio, or videos in her post by drawing upon textual animation strategies 

that allow her to vividly dramatize scenes of interaction. The commenters in both examples show 

their recognition of the cultural figure of personhood Amy depicts, engaging with the constructed 

dialogue in her post to produce depictions of similar characters. The dialogue that the 

commenters construct in their respective responses to Amy‘s post clearly indicates that they are 

familiar with the emotionally inexpressive father (or parent, in the case of Example 14) as a 

recognizable figure of personhood in Asian culture. Example 14 builds on Amy‘s portrayal of 

her father by generalizing Asian parents to compensate with food what they lack in verbal 

affirmations of love and affection. Example 15, taking a more specific focus, presents a 

commenter comparing her own father to Amy‘s father to highlight his emotional reticence. Both 

commenters closely align their depiction of the figure of the inexpressive father to Amy‘s 

portrayal of the same cultural figure, emphasizing the tendency of such fathers to express love 

through other means than words. They also take up stances that mirror the stance Amy expresses 

towards her inexpressive father of mixed criticism, humor, and affection. In this way, both of the 

commenters show that they share experiences and evaluations of the cultural figure Amy depicts 
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through constructed dialogue, and through the similar stances they take up toward this figure, 

collaboratively construct their identity as young adults of similar cultural backgrounds.  

  In this section, I have demonstrated that posts that only use text to construct dialogue can 

also effectively portray culturally recognizable figures of personhood such as the figure of the 

emotionally inexpressive father. While text-based posts tend not to be as varied as multimodal 

posts in the kinds of visual and audio information they include, they can compensate for this 

relative lack of variety by incorporating a range of animation strategies to construct vivid 

dialogue. The lexical animation strategies used by the poster in Example 13 play an important 

role in dramatizing her interaction with her father and highlighting his emotional reticence. This 

colorfully animated dialogue provides an important interactional resource in Amy‘s post with 

which the commenters engage by constructing their own dialogue for the same cultural figure of 

parenthood. Portraying similar interactions between children and their inexpressive parents with 

their constructed dialogue, commenters demonstrate their recognition of the figure of the 

emotionally reticent father and take up similar stances as Amy towards this figure to index their 

shared cultural identity. 

Summary 

  My analysis has examined four posts on ―subtle asian traits‖ and some of the comments 

responding to those posts to demonstrate that multimodal tools such as memes, screenshots, 

videos, and text can be effectively used to construct dialogue that portrays cultural figures of 

personhood. The rich visual and audio information in memes, screenshots, and video can be used 

by speakers to create constructed dialogue that vividly brings culturally recognizable figures to 

life. While it is not so evidently ―multimodal‖, text can also be used to construct dialogue that 
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voices recognizable figures of personhood through the incorporation of various animation 

strategies that help convey visual or audio features of interaction such as facial expressions, 

gestures, and tone. Prominently placed as a multimodal display in the posts that I have analyzed, 

constructed dialogue provides commenters a point of engagement through which to demonstrate 

their shared recognition of and stance towards those figures as part of their cultural identity. The 

stances that the posters and commenters in ―subtle asian traits‖ take up in their constructed 

dialogue or responses to dialogue allow them to align with one another in their talk about these 

mutually recognized figures of personhood, and collaboratively construct their cultural identity 

as young adults of the Asian diaspora. In the following discussion, I further elaborate on the 

significance of the multimodality of constructed dialogue in ―subtle asian traits‖ and the 

engagement it inspires. 

DISCUSSION 

  Herring (2015), in her article on emergent phenomena in digital communication, notes 

the rise of interactive multimodal platforms that support the use of multiple modes and calls for 

more studies to explore this new kind of multimodality in CMD. My analysis of constructed 

dialogue in ―subtle asian traits‖ provides a clear example of the importance of multimodal 

interaction in CMD, illustrating both the richness that is added to online discourse through the 

incorporation of multimodal materials into the largely text-based platform of Facebook and the 

active engagement that it inspires. In this section, I will discuss the findings of my analysis in 

relation to prior research on multimodality in CMD, and delve further into the significance of 

multimodality and engagement in ―subtle asian traits‖. 
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Multimodality in computer-mediated discourse 

  As Herring observes, multimodality is not new to CMD; however, as mentioned 

previously, the rise of interactive platforms on which it is possible for speakers to mix multiple 

modes even within single conversations is a relatively recent development. Online interactive 

platforms such as Facebook and YouTube increasingly encourage the combination of text with 

videos, images, emojis, and other such materials in CMD. This dynamic combination of modes 

in digital communication is well illustrated in my examples, in which memes, videos, and other 

materials are presented alongside text for dramatic flair. Herring and Androutsopoulos (2015) 

have also noted, however, that despite the increase of availability of other modes, text seems to 

remain the popular mode of communication. The question, then, arises of how the various 

available modes of communication such as visual and audio options complement textual 

communication in CMD. In the context of my study, this question can be rephrased as the 

following: What exactly do resources such as images and video add to text in these multimodal 

constructions of dialogue?  

  Choe (2019) provides an answer to the question of what multimodality can add to CMD 

in her analysis of Korean live-stream videos, arguing that multimodal affordances such as video 

allow interaction participants to use not only speech but also physical actions to create 

involvement with one another in a virtual interaction. According to research on the multimodal 

organization of social interaction (Hall 1966; Streeck, Goodwin, and LeBaron 2011; Goodwin 

2018), speakers organize their bodily conduct with their interlocutors to jointly construct social 

actions. In the context of CMD, this means that multimodality enables speakers to draw upon 

physical conduct as an additional dimension of information in creating joint actions and 
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involvement with one another. Choe‘s research is different from the present study in that it 

examines the combination of speech and gestures in online video data rather than the 

incorporation of images and video in textual communication, but the point that it makes on 

multimodality in CMD resonates nonetheless. In the examples I analyze, the visual and audio 

information provided through multimodal materials is a key resource for ―subtle asian traits‖ 

members in constructing vivid dialogue. Multimodal resources enrich posters‘ constructed 

dialogue by providing an additional dimension of information for them to draw upon in depicting 

recognizable figures of personhood. 

  That is to say, the visual and audio cues in images and video provide speakers with more 

abundant materials to work with in depicting recognizable scenes and characters though 

constructed dialogue. As my example of text-based constructed dialogue shows, written CMD 

can be extremely vibrant, dynamic, and in its own way, multimodal; however, there is additional 

information added to constructed dialogue through the incorporation of images or video. 

Screenshots, for instance, allow speakers to reproduce segments of a text message conversation 

almost as vividly as the speaker‘s original experience of that conversation. In screenshots, visual 

details such as message length, emoji reactions, and timestamps function as resources that 

speakers can use to construct dialogue that depicts a recognizable figure of personhood. Speakers 

also take up distinct stances toward that constructed figure through selecting and curating these 

visual elements in their constructed dialogue. Videos provide speakers with an even greater 

abundance of visual and audio information to work with in constructing dialogue. Speakers are 

able to draw on the facial expressions and gestures of the people shown in the video, as well as 

the details in their delivery of dialogue such as pitch and tone to construct rich dialogue voicing 
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recognizable cultural figures. Even the simple visual components of memes can help bring 

dialogue to life in a recognizable and relatable scene of interaction. While memes rarely provide 

as much verisimilitude as videos, the combination of even simple cartoon characters‘ gestures 

and facial expressions with constructed dialogue can enhance its dramatic effect.  

  Multimodality, in these different forms, enables speakers to construct dialogue with a 

plethora of additional visual and audio cues that vibrantly animate recognizable scenes and 

characters for the online audience. Speakers are able to add features such as gestures, facial 

expression, and tone to the dialogue they construct, providing a rich portrayal of figures of 

personhood for the audience to interpret and discuss. Presented with such vivid constructed 

dialogue, ―subtle asian traits‖ members not only react to these posts with emojis and discuss 

parents‘ emotional inexpressiveness and harsh criticism in abstract terms, but also hone in on 

details such as how ―nice sounding‖ a mother is (Example 12) and draw specific comparisons 

between their own parents and the figures depicted in the posts. In the comments I have analyzed 

above, there also seems to be some sort of inverse relationship between the ―richness‖ of the 

multimodal constructed dialogue and the creativity of the comments. Commenters creatively 

construct new dialogue in their reactions to the simple meme portraying the figure of the 

inexpressive father, but respond to the video depicting the figure of the critical mother by 

providing less creative and more specific comments of recognition and evaluation. 

Multimodality in constructed dialogue, in this sense, seems to inspire active and varied 

engagement from the audience, the significance of which is particularly interesting and important 

to note in the specific context of the Facebook group ―subtle asian traits‖. 
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Engagement in “subtle asian traits” 

  The examples I have examined in my analysis show quite clearly that multimodal 

constructed dialogue inspires engagement from the audience. ―subtle asian traits‖ members react 

to multimodal constructed dialogue by ―liking‖ posts and ―tagging‖ friends in the comments, as 

well as sharing more substantial opinions or observations on their own parents. An important 

point to note, however, is that online engagement is not always significant in and of itself. 

Engagement and participation are frequently discussed topics in CMD research, and studies such 

as Zappavigna (2012), Page (2012), and Georgakopoulou (2013) have demonstrated the 

prominence of participant engagement in CMD through their analyses of users‘ engagement with 

media events on Twitter and YouTube. The significance of public engagement with news stories 

on online platforms as civic participation is fairly self-evident; the meaning of ―subtle asian traits‖ 

members‘ engagement with constructed dialogue, on the other hand, is not so readily apparent. 

Engagement in ―subtle asian traits‖, as my examples show, can look deceptively light and almost 

frivolous. However, the interactions inspired by these posts in fact carry the significance of 

virtually gathering a large and diverse group of young adults to collaboratively and supportively 

construct cultural identity on a mass scale. 

  As Tannen (2007) has noted, constructed dialogue is an involvement strategy that 

engages listeners by inviting them to draw upon their histories of association to interpret 

dialogue. In the context of multimodal interactive CMD, the listeners‘ interpretation of 

constructed dialogue becomes an even more rich and vibrant process; not only is there more 

information integrated into the dialogue for listeners to interpret, but the interactive environment 

also allows them to actively discuss their sensemaking of constructed dialogue with one another. 
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My analysis shows that ―subtle asian traits‖ members react to multimodal constructed dialogue 

by talking about similar experiences they had with their own parents, constructing imagined 

interactions with their parents, and drawing generalizations about culturally recognizable figures 

of personhood. The abundant visual and audio information provided in multimodal materials 

provides commenters with plenty of topics to discuss amongst themselves, and the interactive 

affordances of Facebook allow speakers to engage with one another and share their 

interpretations of constructed dialogue.  

  The sharing of interpretations through the interactive affordances of Facebook is 

important to the ―subtle asian traits‖ community in that it enables members to establish a sense of 

shared cultural experience and knowledge with one another on an extremely large scale. As I 

mentioned previously, all of the posts in my analysis had received thousands of ―likes‖ (or other 

emoji reactions
c
) and several hundreds or thousands of comments, although I only selected two 

or three comments for each post to analyze in depth. While many of the comments to the posts 

are simple emoji responses or short comments ―tagging‖ friends, the collective effect of all these 

responses is that it shows that the very many members of the group can affirm the figures 

portrayed with constructed dialogue as a part of their histories of associations and shared cultural 

knowledge. Regardless of how textually substantive they are, most of the responses to the posts 

provide some sort of support for the posters‘ portrayal of cultural figures, acknowledging those 

figures and the posters‘ stances toward those figures as something that they recognize and/or 

agree with. While there are some comments that express disagreement with the ways in which 

                                                 
c
 In February 2016, Facebook expanded its ―like‖ function to provide seven different types of emoji reactions that 

users can use to react to Facebook posts. The seven emoji reactions, as described by the emoji reference website 

emojipedia.com, are: like (thumbs up), dislike (thumbs down), love (heart), haha (laughing face), wow (surprised 

face), sad (crying face with animated tear), and angry (red pouting face). 
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figures of parenthood are portrayed in the posts (such as ―not my dad lmao‖), those comments 

also tend to affirm the status of those figures as a shared part of the members‘ cultural 

knowledge by acknowledging their prevalence in the group‘s discourse. Even emoji reactions, 

completely lacking in any text, allow members to take up stances in relation to the constructed 

dialogue in the posts or the cultural figures voiced by the dialogue to construct their identity as 

members of this cultural community. In this regard, the role of constructed dialogue as a resource 

for the construction of cultural identity in ―subtle asian traits‖ is even greater than is explicitly 

indicated in my analysis. Reacting to, evaluating, and building on the cultural figures of 

personhood depicted through constructed dialogue, ―subtle asian traits‖ members are able 

provide support of each other‘s experiences as a part of their shared cultural identity on an 

extremely large, even transnational scale.  

  The multimodal and interactive affordances of Facebook are thus of great significance to 

―subtle asian traits‖ in enabling its members to build a shared cultural identity through their 

online discourse across a large virtual community. Not only are members able to construct rich 

dialogue that vividly portrays recognizable figures of personhood, but they are also able to 

engage with one another to affirm their experiences of and stances toward those figures as a 

shared part of their cultural identity. As Herring (2015) notes, the rise of interactive multimodal 

platforms supporting simultaneous use of multiple modes opens a variety of exciting new 

possibilities in CMD. My analysis of multimodal constructed dialogue demonstrates how the 

combination of modes may be used to enrich online discourse, and illustrates what significance 

the engagement inspired by multimodal discourse may have in a dynamic online community 

such as ―subtle asian traits‖. 
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CONCLUSION 

  In this study, I have analyzed four posts in the Facebook group ―subtle asian traits‖ and 

some of the comments responding to them to examine how the members of the group construct 

multimodal dialogue to portray culturally recognizable figures of personhood. Examining three 

posts using different multimodal resources (memes, screenshots, and video) to depict interactions 

between members and their parents, I have demonstrated that posters draw upon the visual and 

audio affordances of these resources to construct dialogue that voice recognizable parent figures 

such as the emotionally inexpressive father and the critical mother. I have also analyzed a 

Facebook post using only text to construct dialogue that depicts the figure of the emotionally 

reticent father, and demonstrated that posters use animation strategies such as stage directions to 

mimic visual or audio cues that could be conveyed through images, audio, or video.  

  With the dialogue they construct in their posts, the posters also express their stances of 

mixed humor and negativity toward the figures of parenthood that they portray. My analysis of 

the comments reacting to these posts illustrates that commenters engage with the constructed 

dialogue by demonstrating their recognition of the cultural figures portrayed by the dialogue, and 

by affirming the posters‘ experiences and evaluations of those figures as culturally shared. 

Through their engagement with constructed dialogue, commenters construct cultural identity and 

provide support for the posters‘ and each other‘s construction of identity by taking up shared 

stances toward recognizable figures of personhood. The active responses of ―subtle asian traits‖ 

members to the multimodal dialogue in the Facebook posts allow them to collaboratively 

construct their identity as young adults of the Asian diaspora. 
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  In sum, I have demonstrated how dialogue can be multimodally constructed in CMD, and 

how the multimodality of constructed dialogue in CMD and the engagement it inspires can make 

constructed dialogue an important interactional resource for members of an online community to 

collaboratively construct their cultural identity. In this study, I have built on research on 

constructed dialogue in CMD by exploring its incorporation of multimodality. I have also built 

on research on multimodality in CMD by examining how dialogue may be constructed in an 

online interactive platform enabling the mixing of multiple modes. Speakers‘ use of multimodal 

resources is a topic of growing importance in CMD research; further study of the incorporation 

of multimodal resources into other involvement strategies, or of the use of different materials 

such as audio recordings to construct dialogue could provide deeper insight into how the 

multimodality and interactivity of online platforms is shaping the ever-dynamic discourse of 

social media. 
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